



Research on children’s construction of division concepts and 
improving its teaching based on the multi-world paradigm
キーワード：算数教育，わり算概念，構成主義，相互作用主義，達成度
Abstract：While division is one of the crucial concepts in elementary mathematics, it is hard to 
understand it. Thus, various research tasks have been tackled so far. We as a research team 
have investigated the following three tasks: 1) developing the survey which consists of a set of 
problems that enable to clarify the actual conditions of children’s construction of division concepts 
comprehensively and systematically, 2) revealing the actual conditions of children’s construction of 
division concepts based on the survey, and raising the research tasks on the teaching and learning 
of division, and 3) through examining those research tasks, proposing our alternatives for improving 
the teaching and learning of division concepts based on multi-world paradigm.
　In this paper we propose our ﬁnal research ﬁndings by reﬂecting on our whole studies until now 
in a comprehensive way according to the following three steps. First, we give a general description 
of the perspective of multi-world paradigm as our theoretical background. Next, we overview our 
research results on the above 1) and 2) which have already been published. Finally we examine 
our alternatives for improving the teaching and learning based on the multi-world paradigm, which 
will become our final research findings, where we will emphasize the importance of meaning-
construction and tool-construction on division concepts.
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　具体的には各種の先行研究（Bell et al., 1989; Greer, 
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